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Abstract 
Monk, P., An analysis of NCdClec’s method for the spatial discretization of Maxwell’s equations, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 47 (1993) 101-121. 
In 1980 NCdClec developed a family of curl- and divergence-conforming finite elements in R3. He proposed the 
use of these elements to discretize the time-dependent Maxwell equations, noting that the elements have the 
advantage that the discrete magnetic displacement can be made exactly divergence-free. In this paper, we shall 
analyze a slight generalization of NedClec’s scheme and prove essentially optimal-order convergence estimates 
in a variety of situations. We also demonstrate that the NCdClec method can be superconvergent at certain 
special points and we relate the method to Yee’s finite-difference scheme. A by-product of our analysis will be 
a convergence proof for Yee’s method. 
Keywords: Maxwell equations; edge finite elements; error estimates. 
1. Introduction 
In [20] NCdelec suggested a mixed finite-element method for the spatial discretization of 
Maxwell’s equations in R 3. The method, which is based on the use of his exotic curl- and 
divergence-conforming elements, simultaneously discretizes both the electric and magnetic 
fields. One advantage of this method is that the discrete magnetic displacement can be made 
divergence-free if the correct initial data is chosen. A second advantage is that the method 
handles discontinuous material properties in a transparent way. Our goal in this paper is to 
analyze the convergence of Nedelec’s scheme. 
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A related finite-difference algorithm is due to Yee [25]. 
eEf+aE- VXH=J, in 0X(0, T), (1) 
pH,+VxE=O, in fi X (0, T), (2) 
where J = J(x, t) is a known function specifying the applied current density. We shall assume 
that the boundary of R is a perfect conductor, so that 
nxE=O, on TX (0, T). (3) 
Of course this is not the only interesting boundary condition for Maxwell’s equations, but it is 
standard and easy to implement using NedClec’s elements. Finally, we must specify initial data 
for E and H, so we assume that 
E(0) = E, and H(0) = H,, in 0, (4) 
where E(t) = E( *, t), H(t) = H( . , t) and E, and H, are given functions. Ha is not arbitrary, 
since we must insure that B = pH is divergence-free. We assume that Ho satisfies 
V*(,uHo)=O in 0 and Ho-n=0 on r. (5) 
Then, proceeding formally, if we take the divergence of (2), we see that V * (pHjt = 0, and 
hence from (5), we conclude that V. (p H) = 0 for all time. This divergence-free condition for 
B = FH is often included in the statement of Maxwell’s equations, but in our case it follows 
from (2) and (5). We shall investigate in some detail how the finite-element method approxi- 
mates this divergence-free condition. 
The coefficient functions E, p and (T are L”(0) functions for which there exist constants 
Emin, E,,, pu,i”, timax and a,, such that 
0 < E,in < E(X) < Ema < Oci, 
O < CLmin G P(x) G Pmax < m7 (6) 
for almost every x E R. In more general circumstances E, p and u may be matrices in which 
case (6) must be understood as concerning the positive definiteness and norm boundedness of 
the relevant matrix quantities. To simplify notation, we shall not consider this generalization 
here. 
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Let Cm[O, T; X] denote the space of m-times continuously differentiable functions from 
(0, T) into the Hilbert space X, and define the standard space of functions on fi with an L2 
weak curl by 
H(cur1; a)= (U E (L2(0))31VXu E(L2(6!))3). 
In Nedelec’s method the boundary condition is enforced in an essential way as a constraint on 
the spaces of trial and test functions. So we define 
H,(curl; 0) = { vEH(cur1; n)(vXn=Oon T}. 
For a discussion of these spaces see [9]. 
Since this paper is concerned mainly with numerical aspects of the Maxwell problem, we 
shall assume the existence of a solution (E, H) of (l)-(4) such that 
B(t) E C’[O, T; (L2(R))'] n C'[O, T; H,(curl; fl)], (7) 
II(~) E C’[O, T; (L'(JI))~] n C'[O, T; H(cur1; 0)]. (8) 
We remark that existence and uniqueness results for Maxwell’s equations guaranteeing this 
smoothness are proved in [13] when (T = 0, using spectral techniques. In [S] the problem is 
studied for general piecewise-constant coefficients. 
Assuming the existence of a solution to (l)-(4), we obtain a weak form by multiplying (1) by 
a test function 4 E H,(curl; 0) and integrating over 0. Then we integrate the curl term by 
parts. Similarly, we multiply (2) by an arbitrary function in (L2(f2)j3 and integrate over a. If 
(. , * > denotes the (L2(f2)j3 inner product on 0, we see that the solution (E, H) satisfies (7) 
and (8) and 
(EE,, 4) + (6 4) - (H, V X 4) = (J, $), v4 EH,(curl; a>, (9) 
(E.L&,$)+(VXE,+)=O, ‘de E (LZ(fl))3, (10) 
for 0 < t < T subject to the initial conditions (4). The NCdelec finite-element method is based 
on this formulation. 
Our goal is to analyze a general class of spatial semi-discretizations of (91, (10). Let 
U, c H,(curl; 0) and V, c ( L2(0)>3 be finite-dimensional spaces. Then the semi-discrete 
Maxwell system we shall analyze is to find (Eh(t), Hh(t)) E U, X V, such that 
(EE,h, 6”) + (UP, 4”) - (P, vx 4”) = (J, @), Qh E u,, (11) 
(PJQ, $“) + (V X Eh, P) = 0, ‘d$h E v,, (12) 
for 0 < t < T subject to the initial conditions 
Eh(0) = PEE0 and Hh(0) = PNH,, (13) 
where PE maps the electric initial data into uh and PH maps the magnetic initial data into vh. 
Of course we will consider some specific choices of PE and PH later. Since (l&(13) is a 
system of linear ordinary differential equations, existence and uniqueness of the solution 
(Eh, Hh) is straightforward. 
As mentioned before, we will analyze the convergence properties of solutions of (1%(13). 
The methods used to obtain these global error estimates are similar to those in [15] with 
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modifications that extend the analysis of the electrostatic problem. We also discuss how to pick 
the magnetic initial condition operator PH to insure an exactly divergence-free approximation 
to B. First, in Section 2, we shall prove convergence in a general setting under the assumption 
that V x U, c V,. This analysis will cover the use of both standard and exotic elements. Next, in 
Section 3 and 4, we show that in the special case when p = pO (constant), the error estimates 
for Nedelec’s method can be improved to become essentially optimal both in terms of norms 
and order of convergence. Finally, in Section 4, we shall show that the lowest-order NCdelec 
method on a uniform cubic mesh is essentially an averaged version of Yee’s finite-difference 
scheme [251. We then prove convergence of the NedClec and Yee algorithms in a finite-dif- 
ference setting and show that this implies a superconvergence result for NedClec’s method. 
An alternative weak formulation for Maxwell’s equations is also possible in which magnetic 
field is assumed to lie in H(cur1; 0) and the electric field is taken to be in (~C,~(fl))~ [15]. In that 
case the boundary condition (3) is enforced weakly via the variational principle. A numerical 
comparison of the two methods (essential versus weak boundary conditions) in [w2 [16] suggests 
that the NCdClec scheme is often more accurate than the method in [15]. In addition, the 
NCdelec scheme has the advantage that when F is constant, we have that V - Hh = 0 in 0, 
provided the initial-condition operator P H is chosen correctly. Furthermore, the convergence 
proofs in this paper for Nedelec’s scheme hold in more generality than those in [15]. 
In related work [11,14] the use of Nedelec’s scheme for the Maxwell eigenvalue problem has 
been analyzed. The second order in time problem resulting from the elimination of H in (1) is 
analyzed in [17] and the corresponding time-harmonic case is analyzed in [18]. Methods for 
Maxwell’s equations using standard elements and other bilinear forms can be found, for 
example, in [12,22], and a review of the use of curl conforming elements can be found in [l]. 
2. Notation and a general convergence result 
The convergence results are stated in terms of norms weighted by the permeability and 
dielectric constant. For any nonnegative L”(O) function w(x) and vector functions u and ZJ, we 
define 
If w = 1, we will dispense with the function subscript on the inner product and norm. We also 
define. for vector functions u(t) = UC., t), 
t 
III u Ill O,u,t = i/J (T 0 R 1 u(t) I 2 dx dt 
l/2 
(14) 
and 
i/l 1 
l/a 
Ill u Ill $’ = ’ Ilu(f) dx dt , (15) 
0 R
where (Y = 1, 2 and 1) . I( s denotes the standard (H”(L?))3 Sobolev norm in space. Recall that 
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with the norm II Y II& = 11 P 11; + II V x Y 11;. We also denote by Ws~p(O> the standard Sobolev 
space of functions with s derivatives in LP(0). The norm on IV?fl) is denoted I/ . II W.P(Q. 
In order to cover all convergence estimates in this paper, we will need a slight modification 
of (6)~(9). Let U cH,,(curl; 0) and I/C (L2(L2)j3; then we suppose E(t) E C1[O, T; (L2(0>131 n 
C’[O, T; U] and H(t) E C’[O, T; (L2(0>>3] E C’[O, T; V] and (E, H) satisfy 
(E&, 4) + (a& 4) - (H, vx 4) = (J, +>, v+ E u, (161 
(CL& (cl) + (V x E> $1 = 0, V$EV, (17) 
for 0 < t < T. The semi-discrete solution (Eh(t>, Hh(t>> satisfies (l&(13), where we now 
suppose Uh c U and Vh c V. 
The error analysis is made under one major assumption. We suppose that there exists a 
projection in V, as follows. 
Hypothesis 1. Ehere exists a projection P,, : V + V, such that 
(P/y-v, Vxuh)=O, VUhEUh, VVEV. (18) 
This assumption is sufficient to obtain optimal-order convergence estimates, but the norms 
involved are not optimal. If we can also satisfy the following hypothesis, we can obtain much 
improved estimates. 
Hypothesis 2. There exists an operator r,, : u + uh such that 
(vx(,i-,u-u),vh)=O, v’yhEV/,, tluEU. (19) 
In fact, in all the cases considered here we have that V X uh C v,$ and hence (18) of 
Hypothesis 1 can be satisfied by taking Ph to be the (L2(0>>3 orthogonal projection of V onto 
V,. The construction of rrh involves a special electrostatic problem which we shall analyze later. 
The following general estimate holds. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (E(t), H(t)) be sufficiently smooth solutions of (161, (17) and (4). Let 
(Eh(t>, ZP(t>> E U, X V, satisfy (11)~(13). 
(1) Suppose Hypothesis 1 holds and let r,E be any function in Uh. Then there exists a constant 
C independent of t and h such that 
II(H-Hh)(t)II o+ + ll(E -Eh)(t) ll o,e + ill E -Eh ill o,u,t 
<C ll(qJ-E)(t)llo,e+ I@@-E)(O)llo,c+ II@-PEE)(0)lIo,, 
+ ll (P,H - H)(O) ll 0,~ + ll (H - pHH)(0) ll 0,~ + ll (P,H - H)( t, ll 0,~ 
+ ofii ‘++&)(+io,<+ ll(p,H,-&)(~)llo,p d7 J ( 
+ 111 E - r,E 111 o,u,t + px ( T,E -E)(T) ll o dr (20) 
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(2) If Hypotheses 1 and 2 both hold, the term /,j II V X (vTTh E - E I(T) 11 o dr may be dropped 
from the right-hand side in (20). 
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows the proof of a corresponding result in [15]. We shall 
not give details here, but simply note that the proof is motivated by the following discrete 
energy equality. If we take @ = Eh and @ = Hh in (111, (12), then summing the equations, we 
obtain 
; ;{(‘Eh, Eh) + (pHh, II”)} + (cEh, E”) = (J, Eh). 
Integrating this equation results in a stability estimate for the electric and magnetic fields: 
+( ]I Eh(t) I];,, + I] Hh(t) ]I;,+) + 111 Eh 111 ;,a,t 
= $( 11 Eh(0) I];,, + I] Hh(0) II&> + i’(J, Eh) dt. 
Hypothesis 1 is used to show that some terms in the consistency estimate are zero (similarly 
Hypothesis 2). q 
3. Methods based on tetrahedral meshes 
Let TV, h > 0, be a regular tetrahedral mesh covering a, obeying the standard finite-element 
geometric restrictions [2]. 
3.1. Continuous electric field 
Although not part of Nedelec’s original scheme, it is possible to use classical continuous 
finite elements to discretize (9) and (10). Here we consider the case when uh is constructed 
using standard finite elements. We take uh to be the space of continuous piecewise k th-degree 
polynomials on rh. Thus if Pk denotes the space of polynomials of total degree at most k, then 
for k 2 1 we define 
U~=(u”E(C(~))3~*hIKE(P~)3,VKE7h,z4hX~=Oon I‘). (21) 
In order to satisfy Hypothesis 1, we choose V, such that V x U, c V,. Thus we define 
v,=(o”I”hIKE(Pk1)3,tlKE7h}. (22) 
vh iS a Space Of discontinuous piecewise polynomials. Since v x uh c vh, we can satisfy 
Hypothesis 1 by taking Ph to be the (L2(0>>3 orthogonal projection onto V,. It suffices to take 
7~~ to be the interpolant in U,. Error estimates for T,, and Ph are well known [3]. Using these 
estimates and Theorem 2.1, we obtain the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let (U,, Vh) be given by (21) and (22). Then if (E(t), H(t)) G Hkfl(On) X Hk(0), 
0 G t G T, satisfies (91, (10) and (4) and if (Eh, HA> E U, X V, satisfies (l&(13), we have the 
following error estimate : 
II(H-Hh)(t)II o,~ + II@-@)@)I1 o,c + Ill E -Eh Ill o,a,t 
~C(II(“-P”E)(O)lIo,,+ II(H-f’HH)(0)IIo,, 
+hk( II E(O) II k+l + II H(O) 11 k + 111 E, 111 h$,r 
+ 111 H, 111 2,; + III E 111 k,t + 111 E 111 i*i~,t)}. 
Remarks. l In writing this estimate we have used the fact [6] that 
II E(t) II k+~ G c( 11 E(O) 11 k+l + 111 E, 111 &,t), 
with a similar estimate for II H(t) II k. 
(23) 
l An estimate of order O(hk> is obtained, provided 
11 (E -PEE)(O) II o,r < Chk II E(O) II k+l, (24) 
II (H - pHqo) II o+ G Chk ll H(O) ll k. (25) 
For example, the choice of PE to be the interpolant is sufficient. The choice of PH can be 
more elaborate if we wish to satisfy the divergence-free condition on B = FH exactly (see 
discussion following these remarks). 
l The order of convergence in our estimate is O(hk> and is optimal since V, is a space of 
polynomials of degree k - 1. It is plausible that we could take V, to contain degree-k 
polynomials if we are willing to expand U, (for example, using bubble functions). This is the 
case with an associated problem - the Stokes problem in fluid dynamics [9]. 
Now let us discuss the divergence-free constraint on B = pH in more detail. From (2) and 
(5) we know that V * (pH) = 0 in 0. One advantage of a scheme based on (111, (12) is that this 
divergence-free condition can be made to hold for the finite-element solution. Let 
H(div; 0) = ( uE(L*(q)31V*u~L*(~)); 
then from [9] we know that V X Eh E H(div; 0). Since (12) implies that 
P,pH; = - V X Eh, (26) 
where we recall that Ph is the (L2(0>J3 projection onto vh, we see that V. (PhpHh>, = 0. 
Integrating this equality shows that 
I” (P,PHh)(t) = I’. (PhPHh)(0), (27) 
where Hh(O> = PHHo. The best choice of the initial condition operator PH is such that (25) 
holds and V. (PhpPHHo) = 0. One method of constructing PH is as follows. Suppose we know 
a vector potential for Ho so that pHo = V xA, for some A, E (Hk”(fl>)3; then we can take 
Hh(0) to be the solution of 
Ph,U.Hh(0) = v x r&&,, (28) 
where rh is the interpolant in uh. This equation is easy to solve element by element and the 
properties of wh imply that 
11 (H - PHH)(0) II o+ G Chk( II A, II k+l + II H(O) II ,c). 
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Thus the order of convergence is correct and PhpHh is divergence-free. Of course if p is 
constant, PhpHh = pHh and we conclude that Hh will be exactly divergence-free. 
Let us note a number of disadvantages of the method based on standard elements. 
l The essential boundary condition n x u h = 0 for uh E U, is difficult to implement for 
standard elements since this boundary condition implies a linear relationship among the 
components of Uh on each face of the boundary r [l]. 
l If E is discontinuous along an internal surface or interface S, we know that the normal 
component of E will be discontinuous across S. But standard elements enforce global 
continuity of E. Thus to be useful for problems in which E is discontinuous, the space U, must 
be modified along each surface of discontinuity to reflect the behavior of the electric field E 
Ew4. 
l Gauss’ law states that V. (EE) = p where p is the change density. This is implied by (l), but 
the extent to which this law is approximated by the standard element method is not clear. 
l We note that in Theorem 3.1 we need that 
E E C'[O, T; (H’+‘(R))3] n C'[O, T; (L2(R))3], 
but for the magnetic field we only need 
HE C’[O, T; (H”(0))“] n C’[O, T; (L2(R))3]. 
This asymmetry in norms is due to the fact that Hypothesis 2 does not hold. As we shall see, 
Nedelec’s elements allow us to improve the norms appearing in the error estimate. 
3.2. Nkdt!lec s elements 
Now we analyze a slight extension of the original NCdelec method. First let us define the 
NCdClec curl-conforming element of first type [20]. Let Pk denote the space of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree exactly k. Then define S, c <Pkj3 and R, c <P,>” by 
s,= (PE (pk)3/P(x).y=o}, R, = (Pk_1)3 @S,. 
For example, in the case k = 1, a polynomial p E R, has the form p(x) = (Y + p XX where (Y 
and p are arbitrary constant vectors [20]. Following NCdClec we define 
U, = {u” E H(cur1; 0) 1 uh I K~Rk,VK~rh, nXUh=Oon T}. (29) 
The degrees of freedom for U, are somewhat unusual and are as follows. Let K be a 
tetrahedron with general edge e and face f. Let t be a unit vector parallel to e. Suppose u is 
sufficiently smooth that the following integrals are defined (U E (IIJ”,~(C!>>~, s > 2 is sufficient). 
Then define 
q4 = 
i 
/ u x n .g dA, Vg E (Pk_2(f))2, V~G aK , 
1 
(31) 
&(u) = (;,T dx, VgE (P,-,(K))3)- (32) 
Nedelec [20] shows that M,(U) u itIf U M,(u) is R,-unisolvent and curl-conforming. 
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Using the degrees of freedom (30)-(32) we can define an interpolant rhu element by 
element. By this we mean that rhu E U, is defined by requiring that rhu I K E R, and 
M,(u -r/$4) =M&4 --ThU) =M,(u -r/$4) = (O}, 
for each K E TV. 
We shall also need to consider the standard space of continuous finite elements on TV, so we 
define SL cH,‘(R) by 
S,k={pEHgl(~)IpIKEPk,vKE~h}. 
The following properties are proved in [9,15,20]. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose TV is regular; then 
(1) if u E (Hk’1(L2n))3, there exists a constant C independent of h and u such that 
ll u - rhu II HC < Chk II U II k+l; (33) 
(2) if Th is quasi-uniform and if u E (W’,S(L!>>3, s > 2, there exz3s a constant C = C(s) 
independent of h and u such that 
II u - thu II o + h II V X (u - rhu) II o < Ch II u II w(n); (34) 
(3) if u E (H’(fl>j3 and V X u E (Hk”(LI>>3, then 
II v x (u -r$) II 0 < Chk II v x U II k+l; (35) 
(4) VS,k c U, and if u = Vp and rhu is defined, then rhu = Vph, for some ph E Sk; 
(5) if u E (W1~s(0))3, s > 2, with n X u = 0 on r, then rhu E uh, so rhu X n = 0 on r. 
Remark. In order to ensure that n X uh = 0 on r, part (5) of the above theorem implies that we 
need only set those degrees of freedom%?&fe(u> and MJu) associated with edges and faces on 
r to zero. Thus the perfect conducting boundary condition is easy to implement with these 
elements. 
Next we must define V,. As in the case of standard elements, we want V X uh C vhy so we 
define 
(36) 
Let us also define PO to be the (,!,‘(fl)>3 orthogonal projection into vh. 
We remark that NCdelec makes a slightly different choice for vh. He chooses a space 
V, c H(div; 0) with V X uh C vh. This is a reasonable choice when ,X is continuous, except that 
it leads to a nonlocal mass matrix. However, when p is discontinuous between elements, we do 
not have HE H(div; 01, and our choice is more appropriate. The choice of discontinuous 
piecewise polynomial vh also implies a block-diagonal mass matrix for (11) (exactly diagonal 
when k = 1) and thus the mass matrix is easy to invert. 
With (u,$, vh> defined by (29) and (36) and taking ph = PO where PO is the (L2(fl))3 
orthogonal projection onto vh and rh = rh, we can prove that Theorem 3.1 holds for the 
NedClec spaces. 
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Theorem 3.3. Theorem 3.1 holds if U, and V, are constructed via (29) and (36). 
Let us postpone a discussion of how to compute the initial condition operators PE and PH. 
We next show that, under restrictive hypotheses, we can prove a stability estimate which 
demonstrates convergence in the presence of reduced smoothness for the electric field E. This 
indicates that NCdClec’s schemes may have advantages over standard methods using continuous 
elements. 
For the rest of this section we shall assume that p = pa is constant, fi is convex and rh is 
quasi-uniform. We shall show how to construct wh and P,, so that Hypotheses 1 and 2 both 
hold, and hence obtain an improved estimate. 
Since p is assumed to be constant, V. pH = uV * H = 0 in 0 and H * n = 0 on r. [9, 
Theorem 3.11 states that a vector potential A E H&curl; 0) may be found such that 
VXA=H and V.A=O, on R. (37) 
Furthermore, since R is convex, there is a real number t > 2 such that A E (W”,s(L!)>3 for all 
s~[2, t] and 
II A II 1,s G C(s) II V XA II 0,s. (38) 
Thus the solution (E(t), H(t)) of (6), (9) and (4) is such that E(t) E H,(curl; 0) and 
H(t) E V X H,(curl; 0). We take U = H,(curl; 0) and V = V X H,(curl; a> in Theorem 2.1, 
Now we take U, c U to be the Nedelec space given by (28), and for the purposes of analysis 
alone we take V/j’) = V X U, and note that l/h”) c V,. We wish to apply Theorem 2.1 with 
(U,, V,“)) as d iscrete spaces. Let us first show that Hypothesis 2 can be satisfied. Define 
rTThu E U, for any u E H,(curl; 0) requiring that 
(Vx(zMr,u), vx@)=o, V@EUh, (39) 
(U - %-hU, VP”) = 0, kfph E s;. (40) 
Equations (39) and (40) are well-posed [20], so a unique flu exists. This projection is an 
extension of the one used in [7] since it allows u to have a nonvanishing divergence. Clearly, by 
virtue of (39), Hypothesis 2 is satisfied 
Next we have to satisfy Hypothesis 1. Again we take Ph to be the (L2(0)>3 orthogonal 
projection onto Vi’) = V X V,. Thus Phv E Vi” satisfies 
(0 -Phv, vx @) = 0, v+h E v,. 
But v E V implies v = V x A for some A E H,(curl; 0) (and we can assume V *A = 0). Further- 
more, Phv E V, implies Phv = V X Ah for some Ah E U,, and (V X (A -Ah), V X I/J? = 0, 
v$h E U,. Thus we can define Ph equivalently by 
Phv= VXX~A. 
Error estimates for ]I v - Phv I( o follow from estimates for II VX (A - r,A)llo and so it 
remains to prove estimates for I- ?rh. We shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose rh is a regular and quasi-uniform triangulation of the convex polyhedral 
domain R. Suppose that A E H,(curl; 0) and that rh is defined by (39) and (40). Then the 
following estimates hold. 
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(1) If VXA E (Hk(m3 and TT~ A is well-defined, then 
llVx(A-~,A)II~~ChklIV~AII~. (41) 
(2) I~AE(H k”(0>)3, then 
II A - T,A II o < Chk II A II k+l* (42) 
(3) IfA E (W1%2>>3 f or some s > 2, then for each 6 > 0 there is a constant C = C(6, s> such 
that 
II A - rhA II o + h’-a II Vx (A - TEA) 11 o < Ch’-” II A 11 wyn). (43) 
Remark. This theorem gives error estimates for the electrostatic problem of constructing an 
approximate solution to the problem of finding a vector A such that 
VXA=f and V*A=p, in 0, 
nXA=O, on r. 
We just take Ah E U, to satisfy 
(VxAh, VX(bh)=(f, VX@), V4h~Uh, 
(A”, Vp”) = -(P, ph), vph E s;. 
Then Ah = rhA, and the above theorem provides error estimates. The discrete problem for Ah 
can be solved by using a Lagrange multiplier method. We could compute (Ah, Ah) E uh X St 
such that 
(VxAh, Vx4h) + (VAh, 4”) = (f, VxXh), v+h E u,, (44) 
(Ah, VP”) = -(P, P”), Qph E S;. (45) 
Of course the multiplier Ah will be zero. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. The general method of proof follows that for similar results in 
[8,15,17,18] and is motivated by [7]. For related work see [4]. We sketch the proof to show that 
the estimates hold even when rh is not discrete divergence-free. 
Estimate (41) follows directly from the fact that (by (39)) 
(Vx(A-v,A), Vx(A-vhA))=(Vx(A-ThA), Vx(A-r,A)). 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the estimates for rh (35) from Theorem 3.2 complete the 
estimate. 
To prove an L2 estimate, we use an idea due to NCdelec [20] and write 
r,A - T,A = w + Vp, 
where w E H,(curl; 0) satisfies 
(46) 
VXW=VX(~~A-T~A) and V.w=O, in 0, (47) 
and p E H,‘(o) satisfies 
(VP, Vg) = (rhA - r,A, Vg), v&T c&@?). (48) 
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Since V x (r,A - m-,A) E (L”(fi)>3 for any S 2 2, estimate (38) shows that w E (W’~S(0))3 for 
2 G s < t, where t is the index in (38), and 
II w II 1,s G c II v x (r,A - rr,A) II 0,s. (49) 
Hence we can interpolate w and using (4) of Theorem 3.2 we have 
r,A-r,A=r,w + Vph, for some ph ES;. WI 
Now we define + E H,(curl; 0) to satisfy 
Vx(Vx+)= w and V*+=O, in 0, (51) 
(in the weak sense). Then [7, Lemma 4.11 together with the isomorphism result of [lo] shows 
that 
ll~~xll1+ llcc,II6cllwll0. (52) 
Using (50), we write 
(A - ThA, A - 7rhA) = (A -TEA, A - rhA) + (A - TEA, r,A - rhA) 
= (A - rrhA, A - rhA) + (A - 7rhA, rhw + VP”). (53) 
But by (40), (A - rhA, Vph> = 0 and hence using (51) and integration by parts (53) becomes: 
(A-T,A, A-rhA)=(A-7rhA, A-r,A)+(A-T,A,r,w-w) 
+(VX(A-TEA), VX+). (54) 
Hence using (39), the estimate for rh from Theorem 3.2, (35) and (41) we conclude that 
I] A - ThA ]I; 
<(]]A-r,A]]o+ IIr~W-wIIo)IIA-~~AIIo+Ch2~~~XAII~II~X~II~. (55) 
Hence using the estimate for rh (34) from Theorem 3.2 as well as (52), we have that 
]I A - v,A I]; G Ch{ ]I A ]I 1,s + ]I w ]I 1,s) ]I A - ‘Jr,A ]I o + Ch2 ]I v xA ]I o I] w ]I o. (56) 
It thus remains to estimate II w ]I l,S and II w ]I 0 (clearly II w II 0 G C II w II i,S). Starting with (49) 
and using the quasi-uniformity of the mesh (which implies an appropriate inverse estimate), it 
can be shown [20] that 
II w II 1,s G C(s)h 3/s-3/2 ll V X (r,A - T,A) II o. 
We set 6 = p - 3/s and note that 6 can be taken close to zero if s is close to 2. Then using (41) 
and Theorem 3.2, (34), we have I] w I] l,S G C(s)h-’ II A II I,~. Using this estimate in (56) implies 
that 
I] A-~hAII~~Ch2(h-2”IIAII:,s +h-“llVxAlloIIAII,,,}. 
Use of the arithmetic geometric mean inequality completes the proof of (43). The estimate (42) 
is proved similarly. q 
Finally we can state and prove our stability and convergence theorem. 
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Theorem 3.5. Suppose (E, H) is a sufficiently smooth solution of (91, (10) and (4). Let 
(E’(t), H%>> E U, X V, satisfy (l&(13) with p = p0 constant and with <U,, vhlh) given by (29) 
and (36). Let 0 be convex and suppose PE and PH satisfy 
II (E - PHE)(0) 11 o,E < Ch 11 E 11 l,s, II(H-PHH)(0)IIo,,~ChIIH~I1; 
then for each 6 > 0 the following estimate holds until C = C(S) independent of h and t: 
II (E - Eh)( t) ll o,c + ll (H - Hh)( t) ll o,~ + ill (E - Eh) ill o,u,r 
G Ch’-’ II E(O) II 1,s + II H(O) ll I + /:‘I E,(T) 111,s + ll H,(T) ll I dT 
. 
Remark. We can take PE to be the interpolation operator rh. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We simply apply Theorem 2.1. We have already shown that Hypotheses 1 
and 2 hold. Theorem 3.4, (42) contains the necessary estimates for rTTh. Estimates for P,, = V X 
nTThA follow from Theorem 3.4, (43). 0 
Finally, let us discuss the choice of the magnetic initial condition operator PH. As in the case 
of standard elements, we want to choose PH so that 
V - ( Po~PHHo) = 0, (57) 
where PO is the (L2(fi>)3 orthogonal projection onto V,. With this choice of initial condition, 
V * (Pop Hh> = 0 for all time. Of course, in the special case when ,u = po, we have (provided 
that (57) holds) 
V*Hh(t) = V-H(t) = 0, in 0, Vt. 
One possible method for constructing PH in the case of general p is as follows. By virtue of the 
divergence-free nature of pHo, we can compute an approximate vector potential Ah by solving 
(44) and (45) with f = I_L H o and p = 0. Then we define Hh(O> by PopHh(O> = V x Ah which can 
be computed element by element. This ensures that V * (PopHh)(0) = 0 and hence that Po~Hh 
is divergence-free for all time. Given Theorem 3.4, we can estimate 
II (H - Hh)(0) II o+ < Chk II H II k * (W 
Whether it is worth computing with an exactly divergence-free discrete magnetic intensity 
Bh = Po,uHh is a matter of practical experience and need. A cheaper choice for PH is just 
PH = PO. This has the necessary accuracy properties to maintain O(hk) convergence but now 
V. (P,r_LH%> = V* (P,~H’>(O> f 0. 
4. Methods based on hexahedra 
In this section, let the mesh rh be a regular and quasi-uniform meshing of 0 using 
hexahedra with each edge parallel to one of the coordinate axes. Let Qp,[,m be the space of 
polynomials of maximum degree p in x, I in y and m in z. 
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4.1. Continuous finite 
If we choose U, to 
‘h, 
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elements 
be the standard space of continuous piecewise k th-degree polynomials on 
uh = (u” EC(B) IUhlKE (Qk,k,k)3, V’KET~, uh xn =o on a), 
then (v x u,> 1 Kc (Qk_l,k_l,k_1)3, so some care is necessary in choosing vh. We take 
v, = (Vh]vh] KEQk,k-~,k-l XQ,-I,,,,-, x Qw,,c-w vKE’h~; 
then V x U, c V, and all the results and remarks in Section 3.1 hold. 
Theorem 4.1. With the choice of U, and V, above, the estimates of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Remark. Since we require V x U, c V,, the method proposed above is not the three-dimen- 
sional analogue of the two-dimensional method in [12]. 
4.2. N6d6lecs elements on cubes 
Corresponding to the simplicial elements discussed in Section 3.2, NCdClec has proposed 
some elements on hexahedra [20]. In this case 
U, = {u” E&(curl; 0) lUh 1 KE Qk-l,k,k x Q,+l,k x Qk,k,w, VICE Th}, w 
with degrees of freedom analogous to (30)-(32). If K is a cube with general edge e, face f and 
it t is a unit vector along e, we define 
q(4 = 
i 
/ n x u .g dA I g = (gl, g2)’ where g, E Qk-2,k-1y 
i 
/u *g dv I g = (&, g,> &) E Qu,k-2,k-2 x Qk-2,k-l,k-2 
K 
xQ,-,,,-,,,-I . 
1 
(62) 
N&jklec shows that (60)-(62) are curl-conforming and unisolvent for elements in u, given by 
(59) [20]. Furthermore, Theorem 3.2 holds, provided 
S,k=(p~c(~)Ipl~~Q~,~,~,VK~7~,~=0on r}. 
However, as in the case of standard elements on cubes, some care must be taken in building Vh. 
To ensure V X uh c vh we take 
v, = {V’ ]vh I K E Q,+-l,k-1 x Qk-I,,+1 x Qk-l,k-~,k, vK E ‘h}; 
then we have the following theorems. 
(63) 
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Theorem 4.2. If U, and V, are given by (59) and (631, then the estimates of Theorems 3.3-3.5 
hold. 
Remark. The dependence of the interpolation error on the degree k of the polynomial spaces 
has been estimated in [13]. 
When p = p,, or p is continuously differentiable, we know that HE H(div; a) and in this 
case Ntdklec’s original method is to take a modification of V,: 
ph has the advantage of fewer degrees of freedom than V,, but the mass matrix is not 
block-diagonal, nor is the method applicable when p is discontinuous. 
Note that if g = ,uO:onstant, and if the same discrete initial data is used, the method: based 
on (U,,, Vh) and (U,, VA) give exactly the same solution, since in both cases P x Uh c V,. The 
methods will differ when ,u is nonconstant, with (U,, V,> being simpler, since the mass matrix is 
block-diagonal. If (u is discontinuous across a surface S, then (Uh, V,> must be used since H is 
not continuous across the surface of discontinuity (of course the mesh must also be aligned with 
the discontinuity). With these observations we see that the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.3. Theorems 3.3 and 3.5 hold if U, and ph are wed to construct the finite-element 
method. 
As we shall show, it is possible for both of the above-mentioned methods to exhibit 
superconvergence at some special points. In proving this, we shall make the following extremely 
restrictive assumptions: E = E 0, p = ,LQ and (T = 0. Furthermore, to simplify the presentation, 
we shall take 0 to be a cube and assume th$ T/, is a uniform mesh. 
Since the m_ethods with <U,,, Vh) and CU,, VJ coincide in this case, we shall only consider the 
method (U,, V,), since it is easier to desc;ibe. We shall also assume k = 1. Then the discrete 
problem is to find (Eh(t>, Hh(t>) E U, x V, such that 
$-J(E;, 4”) - (Hh, vx 4”) = (J, 4’)~ v$‘h E &, (64) 
CL,@:, 4~“) + (VxEh, $“) = 0, v$h E tih. (65) 
To exhibit superconvergence, and to simplify the discussion, we use the following modified 
degrees of freedom [21]. If K is a cube, we take for the degrees of freedom of U,, the set 
%(4 = {( * >( 3 h u ti m, w ere mj is the midpoint of the ith edge e, with unit 
tangent vector ti , 1 G i < 12)) (66) 
and for ?h we take 
Z:(u) = ((LJ * ni)(Gi) where Gj is the centroid of the ith face fi of K 
with normal n,, 1 < i G 6). (67) 
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El1 
fl Magnetic Field 
Degrees of freedom 
t E6 
E-3 
t Electric Field 
I 
Degrees of freedom 
Fig. 1. Definition of notation for degrees of freedom. Magnetic field degrees are centered at the midpoint of faces, 
and electric degrees are at midpoints of edges. 
These are unisolvent and curl-conforming degrees of freedom for U, and fh respectively [21], 
but are not as suitable for proving error estimates as the degrees given by (60)-(62). Let r[ and 
ri be the interpolant with respect to (66) and (671, respectively. 
Associated with (66) and (67) are basis functions {4r}Z?&, for U, and (r,$‘>Z%l for ph. If we 
consider (65) and use these basis functions, we can obtain equations for the degrees of 
freedom. Let us use the notation summarized in Fig. 1; then the equation for the y-component 
of Hh at the interior point marked H, in the diagram is 
1 d 
- -&(H_, + 4H, + H*) 
6 dt 
+~[4(E,+E,-E,-E,)+(E,,+E,-E,E,) 
+(E_,,+E_,-E-,-E_,)] =o. (68) 
At a boundary face similar equations can also be derived in the obvious way using the fact 
that IZ x Eh = 0 on r. Rewriting (68), we see that 
~pH_,+~(E_,,+E_,-EI-E_6) 
I [ 
+4 &1+;(Es+E,-E1-E5) 
I 
+ $pH,+;(E,,+E,-E,-E,) =o, 1 (69) 
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so that (68) represents a weighted average of a centered finite-difference discretization of the 
first component of (65) given by 
In fact, (69) is nothing more than a weighted average of the standard Yee finite-difference 
formulae [25]. 
If we list all the Eh and the Hh degrees of freedom in vectors E’” and Gh, we may write (65) 
as 
Mu,,@’ - SuuEh = 0, 
where M,, is an N, x N,, matrix and S,, an N,, X N, matrix with entries 
(Muu)i,j = $ ( PG~, +y), l<i<N,, l<j<N,, 
1 <i<N,, 1 <jgN,. 
(70) 
Furthermore, since (69) (and the corresponding equations for the remaining components) are 
centered finite-difference approximations, we have 
M,,([+] -““),-s$$] -Zh) =o(P), (71) 
provided E and H are smooth enough. 
Now let us consider (64). We derive the finite-difference equation for an interior edge (on a 
boundary edge n x E = 0). Let us use the notation of Fig. 2 and derive the equation for E, 
along edge e,. We denote the vector basis function associated with e, by 4i = (+i, 0, O)T. We 
Degrees of Freedom 
Degrees of tkedom 
H-4_ H-4 
Fig. 2. A side view of the degrees of freedom used in computing the electric kield equation. The electric degrees lie 
on edges of the mesh as shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic degrees are associated with the midpoint of each face in the 
mesh. For a perspective view of the mesh, see Fig. 1. 
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readily obtain 
-(H_,_+H,_+H,_+H,)] =h-3 5 (J, +I)Ki=h-3 5 (A, +r)+ (72) 
i=l i=l 
where Ki, 1 G i G 4, are the elements in TV containing edge e,. 
Writing this and the corresponding equations for the other components of the electric field 
in matrix form, we obtain the equation 
dgh 
MU,- dt 
- &“I? =J7 (73) 
where 
[S~~]~,j=~(VX~~~ tij), 1 <iGNu, l<i<N,, 
and .?is the vector with entries 
Of course we see immediately from the weak formulation that S,, = STU. The finite-difference 
type equ+n in (72) is a combination of symmetric averaging and centered finite differences. 
Thus if [r;E] and [G] are the vectors of degrees of freedom for r,“E and r,“H, we have that 
d[r,UE] 
MW-- - dt 
@$] =J’+ O(P), (74) 
where we have used the fact that the right-hand side vector can be approximated via the 
interpolant: 
s7J= $(Jp $j) = [*I j + OCh2)’ (75) 
This can be shown by using the quadrature formula 
= 2h3[4?(0, 1, 1) + l&(0, -1, 1) + Jl(0, 1, -1) + $(O, -1, -l)] + O(h5) 
on the reference element to approximate (Jr, &IK,. Similar quadrature formulae can be used 
for the y- and z-components of E. 
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Subtracting (73) from (74) and using (75), we have 
M,,$([iyq -3) +s,T,([ijz] -I?) =O(h2). 
Now multiplying (76) by ([z] - I?‘)T and (71) by ([&?I - I?jT and adding, we have 
(76) 
where the mesh-dependent norm II . II O,h+ is defined by 
and I( * II O,h,u is defined similarly with the sum up to N,. Using a standard scaling argument (or 
Gerschgorin’s theorem), we obtain that there is a constant y > 0 such that 
(I?“- [~])ThQ4~“(~~- [*I) +I”- [q:,,,,, 
and a scaling argument gives also that there is a constant p > 0 such that 
(78) 
(79) 
Using Gronwall’s inequality, (78) and (79) in (77) proves the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. Let (E(t), H(t)) be sufficiently smooth solutions of (l)-(4). Suppose p = p0 and 
E = E,, are constant and u = 0. Then, if the initial data is chosen such that 
I( @o) - [ThUE(O)] jlo,h,u = 0(h2), jj gh(0) - [??@$I I/,,h,u = 0(h2), 
the following estimate holds: 
Remarks. This theorem implies that at the interpolation points defined by (66) and (67) the 
fields converge to 0(h2) in the l2 sense. This is a higher rate of convergence than can be 
expected globally in the (L2(0)13 norm (see Theorems 4.2 and 4.3). Clearly a more general 
understanding of superconvergence is needed. For example, an extension of Theorem 4.4 to 
higher-order spaces and to tetrahedral and quasi-uniform meshes would be desirable. 
As remarked in the proof of the above result, the Yee algorithm applied to (11, (2) with 
E = Ed, p = CL,, and u = 0 gives matrix equations of a similar form to those in (70) and (73) [25]. 
Using the same notation as in Fig. 1, the Yee algorithm discretizes each component of 
p,,H, + V x E = 0 by centered finite differences. For example, the analogue of (68) is 
(80) 
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We can see that (80) can be obtained from (68) by lumping or replacing averages in the 
following way: 
H_,+4H,+H,-6H,, E,+4E,+E_,-6E,, etc. 
Assembling all the magnetic field unknowns in a vector, the matrix equation 
(81) 
po-$ljh + 3”,Eh = 0, (82) 
where S,, is an N, X N, matrix corresponding to spatial differencing, and obtained from S,, by 
the condensation procedure in (81). Since centered finite differences are used, 
PO; [ipi] + 3;,,[iq = O(h2). 
The electric field equations are also written using standard centered differences. If we use the 
notation of Fig. 2, the analogue of (72) is 
$$E, -h-‘(B_, +B, -B, -B-3) =J,. 
Again assembling all the electric field equations, we obtain a matrix problem 
pa-$3 - S,,z? =x, 
where J: is the vector of J at the electric field interpolation points. S,, is obtained from S,, by 
the condensation procedure summarized in (81) and thus S,, = S,‘, (this is proved directly in 
[24]). Again because of the use of centered differences, 
•o;(z~- [$I) +s@P- [zz]) =ow. 
Now the proof of Theorem 4.4 (see (77)) shows that the following convergence theorem holds 
for the Yee algorithm. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose (11, (2) are discretized using the Yee algorithm. Then, if the initial data 
satisfies 
1pw - [r;Ej(0)l~o,h,, = ow  Jjmo) - [‘;;H](o)llo,h,, = W2)? 
the following estimate holds: 
li( E’” - [‘;E])(t)((O,h,u + ll( Gh - [zq)(t,((,,,,, = O(h2). 
Remark. Of course Yee’s algorithm is applicable in much more general circumstances (e.g., E, 
p variable, etc.). 
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